Publications

CreepyLeaks: Participatory Speculation Through Demos

Unionized Data Governance in Virtual Power Plants

A Twitter-based study of the European Internet of Things

An Analysis of the Consequences of the General Data Protection Regulation on Social Network Research

Bear & Co: Simulating Value Conflicts in IoT Development

Episodic use: Practices of care in self-tracking
Gorm, N. & Shklovski, I., 2019, In: New Media & Society. 21, 11-12, p. 2505-2521

Teaching big data management as ethics in action

Calling for a Revolution: An Analysis of IoT Manifestos

Comfortably Numb: Danish Teens’ Attitudes, Towards Social Media Platforms

Going Beyond Obscurity: Organizational Approaches to Data Anonymization

In the user we trust: Unrealistic Expectations of Facebook’s Privacy Mechanisms

The Algorithm and the User: How Can HCI Use Lay Understandings of Algorithmic Systems?

The Manifesto Moment in IoT

The Use of Private Mobile Phones at War: Accounts From the Donbas Conflict
A Constructive-Critical Approach to the Changing Workplace and its Technologies

Design for Existential Crisis

Design for Existential Crisis in the Anthropocene Age

Finding the Right Fit: Understanding Health Tracking in Workplace Wellness Programs

Navigating Relationships and Boundaries: Concerns around ICT-uptake for Elderly People

Participant Driven Photo Elicitation for Understanding Activity Tracking: Benefits and Limitations

Sharing Steps in the Workplace: Changing Privacy Concerns Over Time

Steps, Choices and Moral Accounting: Observations from a Step-Counting Campaign in the Workplace

Mobile technologies and the spatiotemporal configurations of institutional practice

"The silly pictures disappear": Ephemeral social media as boundary play

Friendship maintenance in the digital age: Applying a relational lens to online social interaction

Online Contribution Practices in Countries That Engage in Internet Blocking and Censorship

Reconnecting with the past on social network sites

The Hugging Team: The Role of Technology in Business Networking Practices

The local context of mobile phone use in Russia.
Shklovski, I., 2011.

Transnational HCI: Humans, Computers and Interactions in Global Contexts

Of States and Borders on the Internet: The role of domain name extensions in expressions of nationalism online in Kazakhstan

Respectfully yours in safety and service: Emergency Management and Social Media Evangelism

Social Ties for the Soul: How Russians reconnect with the past on social network sites
Shklovski, I., 2010.

Technology adoption and use in the aftermath of hurricane Katrina in New Orleans

Transnational Times: Locality, globality and mobility in technology design and use

Cultural Meanings of Personal Networks
Shklovski, I., 2009.

The commodification of location: Dynamics of power in location-based systems

Projects

Activities
ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing
Irina Shklovski (Publicity Chair)
15 Feb 2014 → 19 Feb 2014
The 18th ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2014

The 2014 ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2014

The 2013 ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2013

7th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer Interaction - NordiCHI 2012
Irina Shklovski (Workshop Chair)
14 Oct 2012

Human - Computer Interaction (Mahwah) (Journal)
Irina Shklovski (Editor)
1 Jan 2012 → 1 Jan 2013

ICWSM - International Conference on Weblogs and Social Media
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2012

Local and mobile: Linking mobilities, mobile communication and locative media
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2012

The 14th International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing
Irina Shklovski (Member of Programme Committee)
2012

Irina Shklovski (Organizer)
8 May 2011

Ubicomp 2010 Workshop
Irina Shklovski (Organizer)
26 Sep 2010